“HIGH DIMENSIONS LOFT”

“Premium Quality Racing Pigeons”
Our policy is to obtain the best stock available and then work with it. I am as strict as
possible when it comes to the Quality of our pigeons. Most of our strains are truebred, but keep in mind that there is variation in every pigeon line. Just as well,
anything may result from a recent outcross.
One of the great things about our HDL pigeons is the ease in which you can modify a
strain and take it in different directions or distances. The effort to turn them into
something new and unique can be very rewarding. This is easier when working with
lines that show more variation. Some prefer to develop new strains, which will be easier
from lines that show variety. What you prefer will help you determine whether you
should seek line-bred pigeons or out-crossed pigeons.
HDL Racing Pigeons are bred to meet our standards set forth by (Raul Mejia). If you
decide to acquire a HDL Pigeons, be sure to pay close attention to the results. Don't
be overly concerned with getting pigeons from different sources as this will prove
fruitless. Purchase what you like, see if you can improve upon their traits, and the
results will astound you. There is no real advantage to getting "Racing Pigeons" if you
have no intention of testing them. Buy these pigeons and you will be at the top of 1%.
There is a general consensus that "High Dimensions Loft" is an indication
of”Premium Quality Racing Pigeons”. This is why an award-winning pigeon line may
be coming your way.
When evaluating a HDL pigeons, be mindful of the class they may enter as this will
greatly determine their level of competition. It may surprise you to learn that some
lofts get few entries and "placing" is sometimes as easy as entering. In other words,
winning some races requires more than just little skill or even good pigeons. As such,
many of the classes are very competitive with many great pigeons competing for the
win.
We are very confident that our stock is extremely suitable for racing. More
importantly, they are excellent pigeons; they are fertile, vigorous birds that are a
pleasure to keep and promote.
If you're interested in “High Dimensions Loft” pigeons, we highly recommend you
give us a try. If that's the direction you decide to go, there are many lofts that will be
more than happy to give you all the advice you need to get started with HDL pigeons.
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